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Y
our kitty has a killer instinct, and playtime 
should be all about hunting prey! One of the 
most important things you can do to appeal to 
kitty’s natural instincts is simulating a good hunt 

with Prey Play. Good for mental and physical health, Prey 
Play also contributes greatly to their quality of life and 
improves the bond between you and your cat. 

What is Prey Play and why is it
important?
Prey Play is interactive simulation of the stare-stalk-
pounce-kill predatory sequence your cat uses when 
hunting. While bird feeders at the window are important 
enrichment, watching isn’t enough; cats are born with a 
deep instinct for hunting and chasing. In fact, cats in the 
wild spend between 6-8 hours a day stalking and hunt-
ing. Indoor cats have no real prey to hunt, but your cat 
still needs to express this natural behavior, and when they 
can’t, it results in pent-up energy. This pent-up energy 
can express itself in behavior issues such as: aggression 
(towards you or other cats), destruction (of things like your 
furniture), obsessive-compulsive disorders and health is-
sues.

The Prey Play sequence consists of 
four parts:

1. Spotting – seeing something move that looks 
like prey

2. Stalking/Chasing – this could be a slow, inch-
ing forward motion or a giant leap in the air

3. Pouncing – paw grabbing, body immobilizing

4. Kill Bite – the most important part of the se-
quence; kitty delivers a fatal bite to the prey

The kill bite is significant because it releases serotonin 
in the cat’s brain. Serotonin is a neurotransmitter in the 
brain that serves to regulate the cat’s mood, sleep-wake 
cycle, level of arousal, and sensitivity to pain/stimuli. A 
deficit of serotonin may manifest as hyperactivity, aggres-
sion, hypersensitivity, restless sleep and other behavior 
issues.

What Toys to Use?
Typically, fishing pole type wand toys are best – these toys 
have long shafts with feathers, crinkle paper, or “mice” 
dangling from the end of them. They require you to ma-
neuver them. Try different types of toys to see what your 
cat reacts to best, and when you’re finished playing, be 
sure to put it away so kitty doesn’t get bored with it. 

If you tempt kitties with your body parts (fingers and toes), 
instead of a proper toy, they will play-attack which often 
leads to play aggression – scratching and biting humans 
inappropriately. It is important your cat learn that hands 
are for loving and feeding, not prey. If you are guilty of 
hand play, the next time your cat “attacks” your hands 
or feet, divert their attention to a wand toy or by throw-
ing a ball or crumpled paper. You are not being mean by 
redirecting your cat’s play (aggression); if anything your 
relationship with your cat will improve. 

Don’t substitute laser lights for the prey toy; kitty can’t sink 
teeth into the light beam and this type of play actually 
builds up more tension and stress.

How to Prey Play
To get your cat’s attention, it’s important to make the wand 
toy act like prey would; don’t wave it around frantically 
just to give your cat an aerobic workout, and don’t bop 

them in the face with it. Move the prey toy quickly across 
the floor away from your cat like a mouse, or pop it on 
the floor and make it “fly” into the air like a bird. Kitties 
can’t help but chase something that disappears around a 
corner, so be sure to drag it slowly out of sight. Alternate 
between fast and slow motions so it gives kitty time to 
plan the next move. Be patient and allow your cat the time 
to become interested. Let them wiggle butt, pounce and 
bite the toy a bit before yanking it away for round two. 

Teach children how to properly Prey Play with kitty – it’s a 
great way for both of them to burn some energy!

Timing is Important
Prey Play 30 minutes before kitty’s bedtime meal. It can 
encourage a good appetite and help your cat sleep 
through the night until morning. But be sure to time the 
sessions with your own cat’s rhythms; if a mid-morning 
zoom around is when she is most active, indulge that! 
Prey Play should last about 10-15 minutes. 

Prey Play with Multiple Cats
With the exception of lions, cats are solitary hunters; in-
stinctively, your domestic house cats do not hunt together. 
Because of this, if you have a multi-cat household, it’s 
important to avoid trying to Prey Play in groups. Taking 
turns at the toy can mistakenly encourage competition 
and instigate territorial disputes that lead to ongoing 
aggression between cats. The best course of action would 
be to let each cat play with them one at a time. 

Remember to have fun! You’ll be amazed at how much 
more affectionate and confident your cat becomes with 
daily Prey Play sessions. 

Learn more at www.catbehaviorsolutions.org
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